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Value Investor Crushing the Market
ValueWorks has regained its touch picking stocks and bonds.
The long-biased ValueWorks Limited Partners fund, run by 

veteran value investor Charles Lemonides, was up 19.7% year-
to-date at the end of April, versus a 1.8% return for the S&P 500 
Index. The strong performance marks a return to form for a 
shop that lost money in 2014 and 2015 after 15 years of mostly 
outsized returns — including gains of 76% in 2003, 56.6% in 
2009 and 71% in 2013. Since 1999, Lemonides has produced an 
11% annualized return.

Last year, the ValueWorks Long-Biased Composite program, 
including separate accounts, fell 26.1% — its second-worst an-
nual loss. In 2014, the vehicle dropped 5.8%.

Its rebound this year is all the more impressive consider-
ing that Lemonides strives for 100% net long market exposure, 
with gross exposure of up to 150%. ValueWorks posted a one-
month return of 18.6% in March and followed that up with an 
8.4% gain in April. Its winning long positions included Cliffs 
Natural Resources corporate bonds and, on the equity side, 
Bombardier. The firm also profited from a short position in 
Alexion Pharmaceuticals.

ValueWorks had $156 million under management as of 
April 30, with its hedge fund accounting for about a third of the 
total. The fund, which launched in 2006, has generated a 6.6% 
annualized return.

Lemonides’ track record stretches back to 1999, when he ran 
a firm called M&R Capital. He formed ValueWorks in 2001. 
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Lending Club’s Hedge Funds Under PressureMarketplace-lending pioneer Lending Club is limiting withdrawals from a series 
of internally managed hedge funds that invest in consumer and small-business 
loans arranged by the company.Investors with large amounts of capital in the vehicles have been told they’ll have 
to wait months before getting all of their money out. And Lending Club has formally 
suspended redemptions for a smaller fund that invests in loans to less-creditworthy 
borrowers. � at vehicle, High Yield Consumer Credit (Q) Fund, had $75 million of 
assets at yearend.

Lending Club formed its hedge fund unit, LC Advisors, in 2010 with the aim 
of diversifying the sources of capital available to fund the loans it originates. � e 
hedge funds, with a combined $1.3 billion under management, are backed by 
institutional investors and wealth-management clients of Morgan Stanley and

See PRESSURE on Page 7Ontario Concentrates Hedge Fund HoldingsOntario Teachers is halving the number of hedge funds in its portfolio, while 
continuing to deploy the same amount of capital to the sector.

Sources describe the C$171.4 billion ($130 billion) pension system as having 
about $5 billion spread across 70-80 hedge funds. It believes that it can boost its 
overall return by concentrating the money among 35-40 vehicles.

Indeed, sources said the e� ort comes in response to underperformance among 
some funds in Ontario Teachers’ portfolio. While the organization doesn’t break 
out returns for those positions, hedge funds as a whole have produced lackluster 
results lately — with Hedge Fund Research’s HFRI Equity Hedge (Total) Index, for 
example, down 0.7% this year, versus a 0.4% gain for the S&P 500 Index.

Ontario Teachers’ overall holdings produced a 13% gain in 2015. � e organiza-
tion’s hedge fund exposures reside within a C$17.7 billion absolute-return allocation

See ONTARIO on Page 4LP Moves Prompt Changes at Deer Park Road Mortgage-bond investor Deer Park Road Management is adjusting its product 
mix in response to redemption pressures and shi� ing investor demand.

� e $1.9 billion � rm is unwinding one of its hedge funds, called Burgess Creek, 
a� er a large European investor asked to withdraw $50 million, and is transferring 
most of the remaining investors to its ¢ agship STS Partners Fund. At the same time, 
it is tweaking the fee and liquidity terms for STS Partners amid sagging perfor-
mance.

With an annualized return of 24.5% since its 2008 inception, STS has been a 
bonanza for Deer Park Road. � e fund has an unconventional fee structure, with no 
management fee. Instead, limited partners pay a 60% performance fee on the � rst 
4% of the fund’s pro� ts. � e rate drops to a standard 20% of any subsequent pro� ts.

But the fund’s returns aren’t what they once were. STS gained 8.8% last year. 
While that was well above the industry average, it was the � rst time the fund’s full-
year return was below 23%. Until August, STS hadn’t had a down month for 70
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Brad Davis will join Tudor Investment this month as a portfolio manager running a book of � nancial-company stocks. Davis most recently worked at Balyasny Asset Management of Chicago. Tudor is led by Paul Tudor Jones. � e Greenwich, Conn., multi-strategy shop was running $24.3 billion of gross fund assets at the begin-ning of this year.

Portfolio manager Rohit Shah is leaving Visium Asset Management to join Caxton Associates. Shah presumably is running a book of metals and mining stocks at Caxton, as he did at Visium. He started there in 2013, following stops at Ospraie Management and Fidelity Management. Caxton is led by Andrew Law. � e Prince-ton, N.J., global-macro shop was running $8.1 billion at the start of this year.
Jefferies’ prime-services division has promoted Barsam Lakani to a newly 
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